This paper presents data concerning differences in segment duration in Standard Danish due to syllable number, position in the utterance and (based on a very restricted material) syntactic boundaries and word boundaries. It is shown that the tendency to shortening of stressed vowels according to number of following syllables which has been found in many languages, is not valid for Danish, which, on the contrary, has vowel lengthening in disyllables of the type CVCa compared to monosyllables. The historical and dialectal background of this phenomenon is discussed. It is further shown that Danish has final lengthening, although of less magnitude than e.g. English, and that word boundaries seem to be of limited importance, except for the vowel lengthening in disyllables.

I. INTRODUCTION

For many years it has been accepted as a general rule that the more sounds (or syllables) a phonological unit contains, the shorter are its individual segments. This rule is found, in different wordings, in the textbooks of classical phonetics published around 1900. Jespersen (1897-99, p. 508, and again 1914) quotes Rask for the observation that vowels in monosyllables like Danish far are longer than in disyllables like fare and Sweet for the remark that the diphthong in tail is longer than in tailor. He adds himself the Danish examples fa'en (a shortened form of fanden, which may, however, be disyllabic), fane and fanejunker. Jespersen explains the difference by assuming that the longer a series of sounds the speaker is going to produce, the more he tends to increase his tempo, and he mentions the frequent shortening of the first member of compounds in the historical development of Danish
and English as a result of this tendency.

Sievers (1901) formulates the rule by saying that the more syllables a measure or rhythmic foot ("Sprechtakt") contains the shorter are the individual syllables. He gives the examples heil, heilig, heilige, heiligere and fahl, fahle, fahlere and mentions that the shortening is particularly clear in long vowels.

Some of the first measurements were undertaken by E.A. Meyer. He compared a large number of monosyllables and disyllables, both for English (1903) and German (1904) and stated that the vowel is shorter in disyllables.

In the following years similar differences were found for a number of languages, e.g. Hungarian (Meyer and Gomboz 1909 (cit. Elert 1964) and Tarnóczy 1965 (cit. Lehiste 1970), Spanish (Navarro Tomás 1916 and Menzerath and Oleza 1928 (cit. Elert 1964)), Lappish (Äimä 1918), Swedish (Öhman 1961) and Dutch (Nootenboom 1972), so that it looks as if it might be a universal phenomenon. In general the rule has been formulated in terms of vowel length in words of one, two and three syllables; but as most of the older studies were based on isolated words, it was not possible to decide whether the relevant higher unit is the word, the foot, the tone group or the utterance, or whether they all, to a smaller or larger degree, play a role, perhaps in a hierarchical manner.

Since the end of the sixties an increasing number of studies have been concentrated on this problem and on the differences of duration due to the position within the unit (e.g. "final lengthening"), and various explanations have been proposed and discussed. Most of these studies are based on English, Swedish and Dutch material, and the most important contributions have been made by Ilse Lehiste and Klatt for English, Lindblom for Swedish, and Nootenboom for Dutch. Lindblom and Klatt have attempted to set up mathematical formulas permitting to predict segment durations in different surroundings, e.g. for the purpose of speech synthesis.

In the beginning of the period the word was at the center of interest. Lehiste (1970) quotes some earlier investigations and concludes that in some languages the word as a whole has a certain duration that tends to remain relatively constant, involving a decrease of the duration of the segmental sounds when their number increases (see also Malmberg 1944). In Lehiste (1971) it is shown that the words steady, skiddy and skitty, said in isolation, are considerably shortened compared to stead, skid, skit. It is emphasized that all sounds, not only the vowels, are shortened. These examples present an extreme case. Not only is the stem shorter in the disyllables, but the whole word, including -y is shorter (which seems to be mainly due to the fact that d is flapped in the disyllables). Generally, disyllables are somewhat shortened, but not to the extent that the whole word is equal to or even shorter than the corresponding monosyllable.
Lindblom (1968) and Lindblom and Rapp (1971 and 1973) investigated nonsense words of the type da:d, då:dad, dâ:dadad, dadâ:d, dadadâ:d and found a shortening of the stressed vowel depending on the number of added weak syllables. In 1971 the differences are explained on the basis of a power law derived from the tendency to constant word length. Lindblom and Rapp observed that preceding syllables shorten the duration of the stressed vowel much less than following syllables. This was also found by Nooteboom (1972a) for a comparable material spoken by Dutch subjects, and by Lehiste (1975), i.e. final syllables remain long. Moreover, the difference between mono- and disyllabic words was found to be much larger than that between disyllabic and trisyllabic words (in Lehiste 1975 the latter shortening is very small and non-significant). There is thus a close relation to the phenomenon of final lengthening, i.e. the tendency to lengthen the final word, and particularly the final syllable in prepausal position. This relationship is taken into account in Lindblom's model (1973) and has led him to a new explanation (1976): the 'short term memory' explanation, which is based on the assumption that in speech production the words to be pronounced are stored in a buffer of restricted capacity: the more units entering the buffer the more are those already there compressed, until a certain minimum limit is reached. There will thus be more compressing due to following syllables than to preceding syllables, and the last syllable need not to be compressed. (According to Lindblom 'final lengthening' should therefore be termed 'non-final shortening'). This is quite an appealing theory. However, it does not seem to apply as well to shortening on a higher level, i.e. to the shortening of words (not syllables) according to their position. In sentences with repetition of nonsense words of the types da:d, or dadâ:d (Lindblom et al., 1976) there was more shortening of the last word due to an increasing number of preceding words than of the first word due to an increasing number of following words. There was a clear difference only between final and non-final position, not decreasing duration according to the distance from the end, and the difference was small for dâ:dadad. Real words, like dag, dagen and Dagobert presented approximately the same pattern, but Dagobert did not show any difference at all according to added words. It has also been shown by Kohler et al. (1982) that it does not matter whether you add one or two stressed words after a given word in a sentence (the test words were Seide and Seite); and Lehiste (1980a) showed that the length of the frame may be important for the duration of the test word but not its place in the beginning or the end of a frame (apart from the prepausal position). Lehiste (1973) also found a lengthening of the last foot in sentences consisting of four feet, but no difference between the preceding feet. This is probably the reason why Lindblom supposes the capacity of the buffer to be rather small (about 3 syllables according to his example (1976, p. 54)).

Others consider 'final lengthening' to be real lengthening. Klatt (1976) explains it as a deceleration of motor activity at the end of an utterance. Lyberg (1979, 1981) thinks that
final lengthening is due to the fact that the extensive Fo contour in final position requires a certain duration of the last sonorant. Umeda (1972) has made a similar proposal.

However, a somewhat less pronounced lengthening has often been found within the utterance at syntactic boundaries. In American English publications this is called phrase final lengthening, whereas Lyberg uses the term 'phrase' in the sense of 'utterance'. Such lengthening is observed by Klatt (1975 and 1976), by Klatt and Cooper (1975), and by Oller (1973). Oller found that even combinations of attributive adjective and noun, where no break should be expected, show lengthening of the stressed syllable when it is word final, at least for nonsense adjectives like the babab apple is on the table compared to the babbab apple ..., and concludes that the word boundary is of importance. It might, however, also be the two stresses coming closely after each other in the babab apple and thus the rhythmic foot (or measure) that is decisive. Klatt and Cooper (1975) found influence by both phrase and word boundaries. - In the interior of the sentence, however, no particular Fo contour should be expected. Thus the Fo contour does not explain everything, and Bannert (1982a and 1982b) has adduced evidence from Swedish and German against any decisive influence of the Fo contour on duration.

Lyberg further maintains that the difference according to syllable number in the word is only found in utterance final position (due to the Fo contour), and that opposite findings are due to the use of nonsense words. But in his own examples the a of Dagobept is shorter than that of dag and dagen in all positions, and dagen is shorter than dag for one of the three subjects.

Various others have also found differences according to syllable number outside the final position. It appears from Oller's graphs (1973) that the difference in duration of the stressed a in bab, babab and bababab is also found within the sentence at syntactic boundaries and even in attributive position. Klatt and Cooper (1975) have shown the same for real words: deal has a longer [i] than dealer, and fish a longer [ι] and [ʃ] than fishing medially in a short sentence. Elert (1964) also found differences between the vowels of monosyllables and disyllables medially in Swedish sentences. These shortenings can hardly be explained by Lindblom's model either.

Lindblom's words were not pronounced finally, but in the short frame 'say ... again', and in various other cases the words were also spoken in frames, e.g. Klatt 1973.

Harris and Umeda (1974) object that words in frames are said in a specific mode. Since the sentences do not give any information to the listener, the rhythm is mechanical, whereas in connected speech semantic importance and syntactic structure overrule the mechanical phonetic features, so that in connected speech no difference according to syllable number
is found. It may be true that in connected speech these differences are overruled more or less by other factors, but that does not mean that the tendency does not exist; it only means that there is an interplay of various factors, and to single out one individual factor you have to use sentences of a similar type. It is true that speakers may tend to make a pause after the test word in a frame or to give it a particular prominence, but this is not necessarily done. Lehiste's finding (1980a) that the length of the frame influences the test word seems to show that the test word has been integrated into the sentence.

In any case, the examples of differences in other than final positions and particularly the results of Klatt and Cooper (1975) do not permit a simple reduction of the rule concerning syllable number to utterance final position or to final position in a frame.

What is still problematic is the role of the word versus the foot. A tendency to equal length of consecutive feet or - to put it differently - to equal distance between stressed syllables (i.e. isochrony) has often been maintained for English. It has been shown by Lehiste (see, e.g., her summaries 1977, 1980b and 1982) and by others, that isochrony is mainly a perceptual phenomenon, but a certain tendency can also be found in production. Lehiste (1972) showed that in the type *speed kills*, the word *speed* has a longer stem and a longer stressed vowel than in the type *speed increased*. Kohler et al. (1982) found a shortening effect of a following syllable in the foot ('...Seite täglich...' compared to '...Seite bestimmt...'), but he thinks that the word boundary may have a supporting effect. Lehtonen (1974) gives examples from Finnish where the word division is without influence. Elert (1964) assumes that the measure is more important than the word boundary. But of course, isochrony does not explain the differences in isolated words. Donovan and Darwin (1979) remark that the perceptual illusion can be considered as a perceptual compensation for the deviations from an intended isochrony disturbed by different types and number of syllables.

Lehiste (1972) observes that in the type *the stick fell* the word *stick* is shortened just as much (in fact, more) than in *sticky* compared to the isolated word *stick*, and that in *the stick is broken* the word *stick* is of the same duration as in *stickiness*. She concludes that there is no clear difference between morpheme boundaries and syntactic boundaries, in other words, the word unit is not important. As far as I can see, her material only proves that there is reduction in both cases, not that it is of the same extent, for the positions are different: The isolated words *sticky* and *stickiness* are in final position, whereas this is not the case in *the stick fell* and *the stick is broken*, so that here shortening due to non-final position (another stressed word following) is not separated from the effect of syllable number. In order to prove definitely that word boundaries are irrelevant, one should compare phrases like *the sleepy farmer*, *sleep refreshes*, *the sleepy professor*, *sleepiness stops it*, etc.
II. SOME CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF THE DANISH PROSODIC SYSTEM

The Danish simplex word of the central native vocabulary consists of a stressed syllable with full vowel followed by 0-2 (rarely 3) unstressed syllables with schwa. Derivatives and compounds normally have secondary stress on the second member and full vowels. Compounds can be formed very freely. Words with prefixes generally have stress on the stem, and foreign words may be stressed on any syllable and have full vowels in unstressed syllables. This is just as in German. But the Danish syllables with schwa are perceptually weaker than in German, and the [a] is often very short and may disappear completely in colloquial speech, particularly after sonorants. However, it usually leaves a lengthening of the consonant, and generally the number of syllables is perceptually preserved, also because at least part of the pitch movement is preserved. In the present material only one of the subjects (who has a Jutlandish dialectal background) has apocope finally in the frame, e.g. [dåp] for [dæn] and even [bæst] for [baste]. The other subjects may have apocope in the first member of compounds like malekasse. In word final position in frames the duration of [a] is usually 3-5 cs.

Vowel quantity is phonologically relevant in Danish, and it has quite a considerable functional load in words of two and three syllables, e.g. [mi:la/mila]. There is hardly any difference in vowel quality between short and long equivalents except for short and long [a] [o] and [ɔ]. Postvocalic consonants do not show any difference of duration after long and short vowels (Fischer-Jørgensen 1964 and Riber Petersen 1973).

Almost all monosyllables and final stressed syllables with a long vowel and most monosyllables with a short vowel + sonorant consonant have 'stød', i.e. a specific accent (transcribed [?]) which in its typical form is characterized acoustically by a drop in intensity and Fo often ending in creaky voice in the latter half of the long vowel or the beginning of the consonant after a short vowel. But the creaky voice may be practically absent and there is, on the whole, a rather large variation in the manifestation of the 'stød' (Riber Petersen 1973, see also Smith 1944). Thus comparing the duration of long Danish vowels in monosyllabic and disyllabic words would mean comparing words with and without stød, and that would give an unclear picture because for most speakers the stød has a shortening effect on the vowel. Stød is, however, found in many disyllables ending in -er -el -en, and in a few inflected forms in -e, so that mono- and disyllables with long vowels and stød can be compared, but generally the segmentation makes difficulties because of the creaky voice which may continue into the following consonant. Monosyllables with short vowel and sonorant consonant also make difficulties because of the stød, but there is a small number of words of this type without stød.
Monosyllables with a long vowel without stod are extremely rare. The word far, mentioned by Rask, is a concentrated form of fader. But since Rask's time final r has been vocalized and assimilated to [a:], so that the pronunciation is now [fa:], and a comparable disyllable fare is pronounced [fa:a], where no segmentation is possible. Moreover, the words lagde and sagde may be monosyllabic [la:, sa:], particularly with weak stress, but they may also perceptually have a trace of a second syllable. In the speech of the younger Copenhagen generation one may hear long [a:] and [a:] without stod, due to an assimilation with a following r, e.g. stork [sdɔ:ɡ]. Finally, monosyllables with long vowel without stod are found as first member of compounds. But most old compounds of this type have shortened the vowel, and many more recent compounds have varying length of the first member, so that it is difficult to find reliable examples. This leaves us with the possibility of comparing monosyllables and disyllables with short vowel, and moreover, as Danish has no voiced obstruents (except v, which is not found after short vowel), they can be compared only before voiceless consonants and sonorants. According to experiences from other languages, the differences are, however, most obvious for long vowels and before voiced consonants. Thus it seems as if Danish is not a particularly good choice for this type of investigation. However, it may be an interesting choice, because some earlier more restricted measurements seem to indicate that it might present an exception both to the rule of shortening in disyllables and to the rule of final lengthening. In a paper on sound duration and place of articulation (1964) I mentioned in passing that all eight subjects had a longer vowel in disyllables than in monosyllables. However, the word type was rather specific: nonsense words with high vowel followed by a stop consonant and preceded by the same stop consonant or by [h], thus e.g. [bib bibi] spoken in a quick series [bib, did, gig], etc. This was rather far from natural speech. It might be worth while trying real words. As for final lengthening, Holtse (1977) found that the words lase, læse, læsene and læs, læselig, læsede, læsesal, læsesale (plus some still longer words) spoken by himself nine times each, partly finally in the frame det kaldes... ('it is called...') and partly in the frame det kaldes... denne gang ('it is called... this time'), did not show any difference in vowel length in the two frames (there was a difference of only about 1 cs for the word læsene). He concludes that it would be worth while investigating a larger corpus in order to find out whether there is really no final lengthening in Danish. This would not be very surprising. Lindblom relates final lengthening to the nuclear stress rule (final lengthening being the more general phenomenon (1978 and Lindblom et al. 1976)). But Danish has no general nuclear stress rule, and there is no sentence accent on the last lexically stressed word in neutral sentences as is the case in Swedish, English and German. In neutral sentences Danish has equal stress on the stressed words (see Thorsen 1980). This, by the way, may be related to the fact that Danish makes a clear distinction between equal stress and 'uniting stress', e.g. *han læser romanen* 'he reads the novel'
and han læser romaner 'he reads novels', han går i vándet 'he walks in the water' and han går i vándet 'he goes swimming' (see, e.g., Rischel 1980 and 1982).

As for the difference between the stressed vowels in disyllabic and trisyllabic words, Holtse (1977) showed on the basis of a large corpus consisting of nonsense words of the type CVCa and CVCeCa(Ca) in frame sentences that the vowel in trisyllabic words is, on the average, shorter than the vowel in disyllabic words. The difference is small (generally less than 1 cs) and there are exceptions, but due to the extensive material the tendency comes out clearly.

III. INFORMANTS, MATERIAL AND MEASUREMENTS

The basic data used in this investigation were recorded by seven main informants, five male and two female. They are all phoneticians or dialectologists. (For measurements of small differences of duration it is an advantage to use speakers who are accustomed to read silly sentences without hesitation.) They have all lived in Copenhagen for several years and speak Standard Danish (SD) but with different dialectal background.

NR, born 1942; spent his childhood in Gl. Holte, North of Copenhagen; he has lived in Copenhagen since 1964 and speaks "Advanced Standard Copenhagen Danish" (ASC).

EF, born 1911 in Nakskov, Lolland; spent her childhood in Faaborg, Funen, has never spoken Funish but learnt a conservative SD from her parents, which is now modified by influence from ASC; has lived in Copenhagen since 1929.

PH, born 1947 in Nakskov, Lolland; has lived in Copenhagen since 1966, speaks SD with a slight tint of Lolland regional language. He has a relatively weak stød.

OT, born 1928 in Aars, Himmerland in Jutland; has spoken Jutlandish urban dialect as a child; he has lived in Copenhagen since 1943 but has a slight Jutlandish accent, particularly in the rhythm.

NK, born 1915 in Odense, Funen; has lived there until he came to Copenhagen in 1944. He speaks SD with a perceptible Funish accent.

BJ, born 1946; spent his childhood near Kolding, Jutland at the boundary between the West- and East-Jutlandish dialect areas. He spoke dialect with his playmates and regional standard language with his parents. He has lived in Copenhagen since 1952. He speaks SD with a perceptible Jutlandish accent, particularly in the rhythm.
IE, born 1926 in Vrinsted, Salling, Jutland; has spoken urban dialect as a child. Her SD has a very clear Jutlandish background. She has, e.g., consistent apocope. She has lived in Copenhagen since 1945.

I have, on purpose, chosen informants with a varied dialectal background in order to see how general the characteristic features of their segment durations are. All have the Copenhagen pitch contour with low stressed syllables and a jump up to the first post-tonic syllable (see Thorsen 1980), at least when the syllable belongs to the same word, but the last four have a somewhat different contour in compounds.

The material read by these seven informants consisted in (1) the nonsense words mam, mamam, mamamam, mamam, mamamam, spoken finally in the frame han sagde ... [han sa:] ('he said ...'), (2) real words with different syllable number spoken in the frame han sagde ... fem (to) gange ('he said ... five (two) times') (in a few cases, for one subject han sagde ... een gang (i.e. 'once')). Many of the words were also spoken finally in the frame han sagde ...; (3) small sentences of the type han så sine sønner ('he saw his sons'), hans sønner kommer ('his sons are coming'). More details are given in the relevant sections. All three types were mixed in four different randomizations. It turned out not to be a good idea to mix the nonsense words with the other words because they stood out as special, and were sometimes spoken with extra emphasis or speed. The subjects were asked to read the sentences in a neutral tone and in a constant tempo without internal pauses. Most of them succeeded, but one often made a small pause after the test word in the frame 'he said ... five (two) times', and one gave the test word a certain degree of emphasis. The list was repeated twice, so that there are 8 examples of each word for each speaker, in a few cases 10. Most words were spoken in one session, but a smaller part was read in another session. Only words from the same session are compared. Some sentences were only read by four subjects, a few by three, and one subject read a number of extra sentences.

The sentences were recorded on a semi-professional tape recorder in a sound-treated room at the Institute of Phonetics, Copenhagen University.

A more restricted material was recorded by 16 informants, all living outside of Copenhagen and speaking various rural or urban dialects or types of regional standard Danish (RSD). There were three from Zealand, seven from Funen, and six from Jutland. The informants were:

(a) Zealand

ET, born 1894 in Dragør on Amager, where she has spent her whole life. She speaks the coastal North Zealand dialect.

KH, born 1910 in St. Havelse, North Zealand, about 40 km North-west of Copenhagen. He has spent some years in
Jutland but has now for several years lived in his native village. He speaks dialect with his friends.

OR, born 1909 in Nordrup; is now living in Bjeverskov, and has spent all his life in a rather narrow area on the border between the North- and South Zealand dialect area in Eastern Zealand near Køge.

(b) Funen

IP, born 1914; has spent her whole life in Vissenbjerg in the West Funish dialect area.

HV, born 1933 in Haastrup in the westernmost corner of the East Funish dialect area. He has lived in Haastrup only and speaks an old-fashioned and genuine dialect.

MA, born 1960 in Frørup, on West Funen; has lived in Frørup only, or in the close vicinity of Frørup. He speaks South-West Funish dialect.

LA, born 1956 in Frørup (MA's sister); lived in Frørup until 1976, since then in Copenhagen, but she speaks dialect at home.

EK, born 1932 in Odense and still living there; speaks urban dialect, not too far from the Odense RSD.

EA, born 1932 in Nyborg; has lived in Odense since 1936. Speaks the same dialect as EK.

HC, born about 1910 in Svendborg; has lived in Odense for many years, but still has Southern Funish features, e.g. generally no stød.

(c) Jutland

LH, born 1946 in Arhus, where she still lives. Speaks a typical Arhus regional standard (e.g. with rather fronted [a]).

BT, born 1940 in Uldum in the South-Eastern corner of the West Jutlandish dialect area; has spoken urban dialect as a child and still speaks it occasionally. She has lived in Arhus since 1962 but speaks Copenhagen Standard language, which she has learnt from teachers and friends.

TA, born 1948 in Villerslev in South Thy in Northwestern Jutland; has lived in Arhus since 1967 but still speaks the dialect.

EA, born 1951 in Mors, speaks West Jutlandish like TA. She has lived in Arhus since 1970.

JD, born 1914 in Vridsted in Fjends Herred South of Skive, i.e. in the West Jutlandish dialect area; studied in Copenhagen, but has lived in Arhus since the forties. She still cultivates her dialect.

PN, born 1910 in Børglum, Vendsyssel, still uses his dialect. He now lives close to Arhus.
The four latter informants all speak rural dialects and a regional Jutlandish standard language (not specifically the Århus type).

The dialectal speakers read short sentences containing partly the same words as those read by the speakers from Copenhagen. The five bilingual Jutlandish speakers read the same sentences in dialect and in their standard language.

Two more informants read a few sentences:

SR, born 1940 in Hjerting, South Jutland; spoke dialect as a child and still speaks it when visiting his family. His SD has a clear Jutlandish rhythm. He has lived in Copenhagen since 1960.

PM, born 1946 in Himmerland, Jutland; spoke dialect only until he was 10 and still speaks it when going to see his family; his SD has a perceptible Jutlandish tone. He has lived in Copenhagen since 1967.

The tape recordings of the Zealandish dialect speakers were made in their private homes, using a transportable tape recorder. The Funish recordings were made partly in the homes of the informants, partly at the Institute of Linguistics in Odense, and (in the case of IP) at the Institute of Phonetics in Copenhagen. The recordings of the Jutlandish speakers were all made on a Nagra tape recorder at the Institute for the Jutlandish Language and Culture at the University of Århus.

All the tape recordings were transferred to minigrams in the Institute of Phonetics in Copenhagen, each recording combining a duplex oscillogram, and Fo-curve, and two intensity curves (one high fidelity, one highpass filtered at 500 Hz).

The segmentation was made by hand with an accuracy of 5 ms. Generally my uncertainty did not exceed ±2.5 ms, but there were exceptions: In the words [plaːn], [plaːnə], [aː?] and [n] could not be delimited for two of the four speakers who read these words, because the creaky voice continued into the consonant. The West Jutland stød also gave some difficulties. The most difficult problem, however, was the delimitation of utterance final sounds. In final stops only the closure was measured. This did not give any problems for the main informants from Copenhagen. However, for the dialect speakers it was often problematic to locate the release, e.g. after the West Jutlandish stød, where the stops were unaspirated, and for some of the Funish speakers. In the case of [s] the noise ends rather abruptly, and the few cs of uncertainty do not matter since the consonant is very long. A real problem arises for final vowels and nasals because they generally fade out gradually. For the main informants two measures were used for final [n]: (1) the point where the vibrations stop or get almost invisible (this point is somewhat arbitrary), (2) the point where the unfiltered intensity curve starts decreasing abruptly, the highpass filtered intensity curve has almost reached zero, and the Fo curve changes from rise to fall.
This point, which (according to a few control spectrograms) corresponds to a point where only the fundamental is left, is generally well defined for four of the seven main informants, whereas for the other three the criteria do not always coincide.

The point where voicing ends gives almost the same duration for the latter three subjects, but this does not correspond to perception. Two have perceptually a normal Danish final [n], whereas the third has a conspicuously long [n]. (It may also be of importance that her [n] is of rather high intensity and keeps this high level till the end.) But choosing the point where the highpass filtered curve reaches zero gives very short [n] for some other subjects. A solution to this problem would require a special investigation. The point where voicing ends has been used in the graphs of figure 1, but the consequences of a different delimitation have been mentioned in the text.

For the dialect speakers the problems with final [m] and [n] were even worse. In various cases the delimitation was given up. The dialect speakers also gave more problems because they did not read the sentences as fluently as the main informants. Corresponding problems arise for final vowels, but they have been excluded from this investigation.

The boundary between a vowel and a following consonant was placed where the intensity curve and the Fo curve decrease abruptly, except for vowel plus [s], where the boundary was placed at the start of the high frequency noise of [s]. This exception was made because it was the only reliable point in the cases of vowel with stød before [s], and there was a number of words of this type. But it means that the indications of vowel duration before [s] are about 2 cs longer than they would have been using the normal criterion.

The significance of the differences was tested by means of the Mann-Whitney U-test and in some cases by the usual t-test, according to the type of distribution.

In the following sections the words are given in phonetic transcription. Initial consonants are of peripheral interest only for the investigation. The only postvocalic consonants used in the examples are [b, d, g, [s] (written [b d g] for typographical reasons) and [s] [m] [n]. [b d g s] are referred to as "obstruents" or as "voiceless consonants" (the two designations being synonymous in this case), [m] and [n] as "sonorant consonants". In the historical section (IV B) the term "obstruents" or "voiceless consonants" also covers [r], and the term "sonorants" [l, m, n, ð, r] and the semivowels [w] and [j].
IV. RESULTS

A. INFLUENCE FROM NUMBER OF SYLLABLES

As mentioned in section II, Holtse (1977) found a tendency to shorten the stressed vowel in trisyllabic words of the type CVCaCa in comparison with disyllabic words. This tendency is confirmed by the present material. The following words were compared: [sɔmɔn/ sɔmɔnə], [bɑsdə/ bɑsdəə] (read by 4 and 6 informants, respectively, both in final and in medial position in the frame), [dɑnə/ dɑnəə], [bɑsə/ bɑsənə] (read by 5 and 6 informants, respectively, in medial position); moreover [mɪsə/ mɪsəə] and [lɑɡə/ lɑɡəə], read by one informant both medially and finally. This amounts to 29 individual averages, each comprising 8 tokens. 23 (or 79%) of the averages have a longer vowel in the disyllabic word. The difference is, however, small (0.5 cs on the average), and it is only significant in 2 of the 29 cases. It is slightly larger in final than in medial position in the frame (0.8 and 0.4 cs, respectively). The two informants who took part in Holtse's investigation had a difference of 0.8 cs in the present investigation, which is in agreement with his own results. An example with long vowel and stød [pʰlɑːŋən/ pʰlɑːŋənə] showed the same difference (0.7 cs). There is no difference in the following consonant, and the initial consonant is only insignificantly shortened in the trisyllabic words (0.3 cs).

As for the difference between monosyllables and disyllables, a graphic display is given in figures 1-2. The vowel differences are displayed in the left column and the differences in the following consonant of the same words in the right column. There was no consistent difference in the initial consonant.

The words were either spoken finally in the frame (marked (fin.) in the graphs) or medially (marked (med.)), in most cases in medial position in the frame, in some cases, however, medially in short sentences (this is the case for the words [sɔmən, sɔmən, plɑːŋən, plɑːŋənə, mɑd, mɑdə, pʰɑɡ, thɑɡəə]). In the case [pʰɑɡ/ thɑɡəə] the pair is not minimal, and [pʰɑɡ] was the first member of a compound; but NR, who also read [tʰɑɡ/ tʰɑɡə] in identical sentences, had practically the same difference in the two cases. The consonant difference has been left out for the pair [pʰɑɡ/ thɑɡəə] because the delimitation of [ɡ] was too uncertain, and because the surroundings are not identical.

It appears clearly from the graphs that in the type CVCaCa the vowel is longer in disyllables than in monosyllables, the grand mean of the difference being 3.2 cs. This is true of 69 (= 96%) out of 72 individual averages, each comprising 8 tokens, and in 65 (or 90%) of the cases the difference is significant at the 1% level. The three countercases belong to the pair [bɑs/bɑsə]. Disyllables with the weak vowel [ə] (orthographically -er), which is longer than [ɑ], seem to have less lengthening of the stem vowel, the [ɑ] of [bɑsə] being significantly shorter than the [ɑ] of [bɑsə]; similarly, the [ɑ] of [mɑnə] is significantly shorter than the [ɑ] of [mɑnə]. The vowel [i] is less length-
Figure 1

Duration of short vowel and following consonant in Danish di-syllables (- - -) compared to monosyllables (-----) in final (fin.) and medial (med.) position. The speakers are indicated by initials along the base line. (In a few cases there are two recordings of the same speaker.) Stars indicate that the difference is significant at the 1% level. The average difference (in cs) is given in the lower right-hand corner of the single graphs. Subject IE is not included in the average of the consonants.
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Figure 1, continued
Figure 2
Duration of short vowel and following consonant in Danish disyllables (•••••) compared to monosyllables (►---…) in final (fin.) and medial (med.) position. Speaker EF (extra examples). Stars indicate that the difference is significant at the 1% level. Word pairs: 1. [lad/’ladd], 2. [mu’lad/mu’ladd], 3. [lag/’lag], 4. [ph’lag/ph’lagn], 5. [mis/’mis], 6. [man/’man], 7. [man/’mana], 8. [man/’mansa]
ened than [a] and [æ], and the difference is not significant (see figure 2, No. 5). High vowels have generally been found to have less clear differences. Therefore [a] was chosen in most word pairs in this investigation. But the significance of the difference for high vowels as well has been demonstrated in my 1964-paper. The difference is of only slightly larger magnitude finally than medially (0.3, 1.1 and 0.4 cs in three comparable pairs of sentences).

In words of the type CVCC(a), represented by two pairs [basd/basda] and [dan/dansa], there is less lengthening of the vowel in the disyllabic word (0.8 cs). The vowel is lengthened in 14 (= 82%) of the 17 individual averages, but the difference is only significant in 5 (= 30%) of the pairs. Moreover, one speaker read the pair [man/mansæ] (figure 2, No. 8). Here the disyllable had a small non-significant lengthening of the [a]. In [dansa] and [mansæ] there is, of course, also an extra [s]. ([dansa] was compared to [dan] instead of [dan?s] because the latter word has stød.)

In contradistinction to the vowel the following consonant is shortened in disyllables, the average being 1.4 cs in medial position and 3.7 cs in final position in the utterance. The subject IE has been left out in these averages because she has apocope and thus (in three out of seven cases) a particular lengthening of the consonant in disyllables.

In final position shortening is found in 22 (= 96%) out of 23 individual averages, the difference being significant in 21 (= 91%) of the cases. In medial position the shortening is found in 40 (= 79%) out of 51 individual averages, and it is significant in 26 (= 51%) of the cases.

The shortening in final position varies according to the consonant. The fricative [s] (see figure 2, No. 5) is very long finally, and the relative shortening in the disyllable therefore considerable. Four speakers who read the word [bas] in final position also had an extremely long final [s]. There is also a relatively large difference for the consonant [n]. But here the delimitation is dubious. It was made where voicing stops. If it had been made where the high-pass filtered intensity curve reaches zero, the difference would have been 1-2 cs instead of 5.4 cs. The closure of stop consonants is not much longer in final position in the utterance, but the aspiration (which has not been included in the measurement) is longer. - Since the vowel is lengthened and the following consonant shortened in disyllables, there is no consistent difference between the stems of monosyllables and disyllables.

In the nonsense words [mram] and ['maməm] all speakers had a longer stressed [a] in ['maməm], but the difference was only 0.7 cs and only significant for two of the seven speakers.

For long vowels without stød the only examples were the compounds ['loːnəkʰas]/'loːnəkʰasə] read by seven informants, and [moːlsɡiːva/moːlsɡiːva] read by one informant.
These words showed a lengthening of the vowel in the disyllabic first member of the compound of 3.3 cs.

The addition of a weak derivative suffix like [-li] has very little influence on the vowel of the stem. Seven speakers read the word ['nadli] in the same frame as [nad], and none of them had any significant difference in the duration of the vowel. The average was 0.3 cs shortening. One speaker read the derivatives ['sani, 'manli, 'misii] finally and medially in the frame. There was no difference in vowel length between these words and the corresponding simplex words. There is thus neither lengthening nor shortening of the vowel in these cases.

In compounds with secondary stress on the last member the vowel of a monosyllabic first stressed member is consistently shortened compared to the simplex word in the same frame. But the shortening is of very small magnitude. In ['nadlam}] read by seven informants the first [a] was shortened compared to [nad] by 0.9 cs on the average, and the shortening was only significant for one speaker. In the word ['danfors] read by seven informants the first vowel was shortened by 1.0 cs, and the difference from the simplex word was significant for three speakers. The compounds ['mislyg] and ['manfalzg] read by one informant, showed significant but modest shortenings of 1.5 and 1.4 cs, respectively.

With a disyllabic first member the shortening of the vowel of the stressed first member is somewhat more pronounced. In ['nadefrs], read by seven informants, the [a] was shortened by 2.1 cs compared to [nade], and the difference was significant for five speakers. In ['danaVan?] also read by seven informants, the first [a] was shortened by 2.0 cs compared to the word [dana], and the shortening was significant for six speakers. In ['misaKhad] and ['manafal?] read by one informant, the first vowel was significantly shortened (1.4 and 2.6 cs, respectively). However, in spite of these shortenings the [a] of ['danaVan?] is still significantly longer than the [a] of ['danfors], and the [a] of ['nadefrs] significantly longer than the [a] of ['nadlam], irrespective of the number of syllables in the whole word. This means that it is the type CVCa which has vowel lengthening compared to the type CVCa. It is not a simple question of syllable number.

Words with long vowel and stød behave differently. Four subjects read the words [pla:n, pla:n] in final position and in two different positions medially. It was only possible to delimit [a:?] and [n] for two of the four speakers. They did not have any consistent difference in the vowel. All had, however, a significant shortening in the disyllable of the combined segments [a:?] of [pla:n] in final position, but no consistent difference medially in the sentence. The pair [ma:s/ma:sp] was read by four informants. One had a nonsignificant shortening of the vowel in the disyllabic word, the other three had no difference. The pair [kha'la:s/ kha'la:sp] was read in final and medial position by one
Speaker. In both cases the vowel was significantly shortened in [kʰaːlaːsː]. Moreover, the pair [sbiːsː/sbiːsː] was read by four informants finally, by seven medially in a frame, and by four in short sentences. The result is shown in figure 3. It appears from the graphs that the vowel is shortened in the disyllabic word in 13 out of 15 individual averages (87% of the cases), and the difference is significant in 10 averages (67%). The consonant [s] is shortened drastically in the disyllabic word when the words are in final position in the utterance, otherwise only slightly. The difference is significant in final position, but medially in four averages only, and the significant differences go both ways.

On the whole, this word is in accordance with the tendency known from other languages. None of the words with stød have any significant lengthening of the vowel in disyllables.

According to Lindblom, the addition of preceding syllables does not influence the stressed vowel as much as the addition of following syllables. This was investigated for eight Danish word pairs: [nad/goːnad] and [lad/muːlad], both read in medial position in a frame by six speakers, [bad/deːbad], read in final position by four speakers, and moreover the following pairs read by one informant, both in medial and final position: [lad/muːlad], [lado/muːlado], [løj/pʰoːløj], [løj/pʰoːløjp], [sbiːsː/boːsː], [sbiːsː/boːsː], [laːsː/kʰaːlaːsː]. There were thus 30 individual averages. The vowel of the stem is practically of the same duration in all pairs, thus neither lengthened nor shortened. For the following consonant there is a slight tendency to shortening, but the average is only 0.5 cs and the difference is never significant. The initial consonant is, however, shortened by the addition of a prefix. This is true of 86% of the averages, and the difference is significant in 57% of the cases, the grand mean being 1.7 cs.

Moreover, the vowel of the preceding word in the frame (the [aː] of [saː]) has been measured in 21 pairs, and it was shortened in all cases, the difference being significant in 67% of the individual averages. The grand mean was 2.3 cs. The word [saːː] ('said') has relatively weak stress in this position. In one pair where a stressed word precedes [en 'laːs ʰed/en 'laːs ʰed] this preceding word was shortened for three of four speakers, in two cases significantly, but one shortened the [aːː], one the [s], and one all three sounds. The subject who did not shorten the preceding word had a significant shortening of the initial [b]. Two other subjects has small shortenings of the [b].

In the nonsense words [mon] and [maːmøː] there was no difference in the stressed vowel, but the second [m] in [maːmøː] was shortened by all subjects (and significantly so by five of the seven speakers), the grand mean being 2.2 cs.

The fact that the addition of a weak prefix shortens the preceding word seems to indicate that rhythmically the weak syllable belongs to the preceding foot, irrespective of the word
Figure 3

Duration of long vowel with std and following consonant in the disyllabic word [sbiːʔs] (●●●●) compared to the monosyllabic word [sbiːʔs] (●●●●●) in final (fin.) and two different medial (med.) positions. See further the legend to figure 1.
BOUNDARIES (as is the case with the pitch contour of Danish stress groups (Thorsen 1980)). The fact that the initial consonant of the stem is shortened might be taken as an indication that stress starts with the vowel. However, it should be mentioned that although the addition of a following weak syllable does not generally influence the initial consonant, the addition of a syllable with secondary stress does shorten the initial consonant in the examples measured in this investigation, although less so than the addition of a preceding weak syllable (0.9, 1.1, 1.5 and 0.6 cs for the words ['danifos], ['danejvanq] ['nadejfrøsd] and ['nadjlambe], respectively, compared to 1.7 cs for the type ['mulad]).

B. DISCUSSION OF THE BACKGROUND OF THE VOWEL LENGTHENING IN DANISH DISYLLABLES.

The lengthening of the vowel in disyllables which has been demonstrated in the preceding section is, though consistent, not of a very large magnitude. It should, however, be audible in most cases. Zwirner (1938) found that the JND for short vowels in natural words is between 2 and 3 cs. When the difference reaches 3 cs, the discrimination is 100% correct. Rossi (1972) made discrimination experiments with 23 listeners judging the isolated vowel a. He found a difference limen of 3.3 cs for short vowels. Klatt and Cooper (see Klatt 1975) found a minimum JND of 2.5 cs for the vowel i in English "dealer" in various sentence environments. Reinholt Petersen (1975) found correct discrimination at a difference of 2.0 cs with short vowels in a synthetic word. However, in normal conversation comparable mono- and disyllables rarely occur at close intervals, and since the difference is not phonologically relevant, it is generally not observed. For Standard Danish it has not been observed by phoneticians either. Nevertheless, the difference is of interest, in the first place because it is in direct contradiction to the tendency to shorten vowels in disyllables, which has been considered to be rather universal, and in the second place because it may signal an ongoing development, which may even in the future create phonological relevance due to the increasing tendency to apocope in modern Standard Danish.

It is therefore worth while raising the question why Danish differs from other languages on this point. Put in this simple form the question can probably never be answered, but it might be possible to throw some light on the development by looking for other characteristic phonetic features of Danish with which the lengthening might have some connection, viz. by investigating whether it may have a connection with (1) the tendency to apocope, or (2) the weakening of intervocalic consonants, or (3) particular Fo contours.

In order to be able to give some very preliminary answers to these questions, it is necessary to look at some features of Danish sound history and dialectology.
Around 1100-1300 the Danish phonological system underwent a series of important changes. Vowels of unstressed syllables were weakened to [a] in all dialects, except that i was retained in a number of cases in Jutlandish and a was generally retained in Skåne and Bornholm. In Jutland this weakening continued and entailed complete loss of final unstressed vowels. Loss is documented in manuscripts as early as 1300, and there are many examples in the 14th century (Ringgaard 1963). (In the dialects of the Danish islands a similar development started considerably later.) In approximately the same period as the weakening and subsequent loss of unstressed vowels one also finds a lengthening of short vowels before single consonants. This lengthening took place in all dialects with weakened unstressed vowels. Skautrup (1944) formulates the rule as a lengthening in open syllable (thus in disyllables) with a number of secondary analogical lengthenings in monosyllabic words. This is the generally accepted view. But Aage Hansen (1962) finds evidence for quite a number of early lengthenings in monosyllables as well. These lengthenings were in part given up later in the Standard language, particularly before m, n, s and ð. A third general development taking place in the same period is the weakening of postvocalic stops, p t k being weakened to b d g and subsequently to fricatives, with somewhat varying results in different dialects. It is tempting to assume a connection between these different developments. Skautrup (1944) attempts a common explanation, assuming that a stronger concentration of energy on the first syllable of the word has resulted in (1) weakening of the following unstressed syllable, (2) weakening of the postvocalic consonant, and (3) lengthening of the stressed vowel. This is a very attractive hypothesis, but it is of course difficult to prove whether it is correct. Skautrup sets up the following chronological order: (1) weakening of unstressed syllables (around 1100), (2) weakening of ptk (12th century), (3) vowel lengthening in open syllable (around 1250), (4) shortening of geminated consonants (1300-1350). He bases his chronology mainly on spellings in old manuscripts. Cases of weakened unstressed vowels are, e.g., (according to Skautrup) documented as early as 1100 on runic stones, and around 1300 unstressed vowels are generally written e and æ. Lengthening is documented around 1300 by writing of double vowels. However, this chronology is very uncertain. Quantitative changes are only very sporadically rendered in writing. Moreover, observations of modern ongoing sound change make it quite probable that these changes may have been going on more or less simultaneously for a very long time, and with variations according to individual habits, tempo and style. But there may have been some mutual support among them. The only dating which seems quite safe is the placement of the reduction of geminates after vowel lengthening, since the latter took place only before ungeminated consonants.
The Jutlandish apocope did not cause general merger of monosyllables and disyllables. In some Southern Jutlandish dialect areas the two types were - and still are - kept completely apart by means of different word tones (corresponding to the word tones in Swedish and Norwegian). Moreover, in former disyllables both vowel and consonant have been lengthened; in words with a long vowel it is mainly the vowel that lengthens, in words with a short vowel plus a sonorant consonant it is mainly the consonant, and in words with a short vowel plus a voiceless obstruent it is both (see Bjerrum 1948). Thus we find an allophonic vowel lengthening in disyllables which is quite appreciable: According to Bjerrum the lengthening before voiceless consonants is, on the average, 3.8 cs for short vowels and more for long vowels. Moreover, she finds that the old disyllabic word has two dynamic peaks.

Traces of word tone differences have also been found in other parts of the Jutland dialect area, e.g. on Anholt and Djursland (Nielsen 1959), and in Thy in Northern Jutland combined with lengthening (Nielsen, ms.).

In the rest of Jutland (except for a small area in the South) old disyllables and monosyllables with long vowel or with short vowel before long sonorant consonant are kept apart by the fact that the monosyllabic words have developed stød (except for some types with sonorant plus obstruent). This is also assumed to have taken place around 1200. The problem of merger is thus reduced to the case of short vowels followed by short sonorants and voiceless obstruents.

In the northernmost dialects (Vendsyssel) there is a clearly audible lengthening of short vowels in almost all old disyllables which have undergone apocope, so that no merger takes place.

In the Western Jutlandish dialects, including the Western part of Slesvig in Southern Jutland (covering about two thirds of the whole area), monosyllabic and former disyllabic words with short vowel plus stop consonant (and sonorant plus stop consonant) are kept apart by means of the so-called West Jutland stød, which - in contradistinction to the normal stød - occurs in old disyllabic words before ptk (originating from old geminates) after short vowel or sonorant consonant. It consists of a glottal closure at the start of the stop consonant (see Ringgaard 1960a) and is reminiscent of the glottal stop found in many types of British English, particularly in North-Eastern dialects, in words like not, better, etc.

In former disyllables with short vowel before sonorant consonant (as well as in former disyllabic words with long vowel) there is, according to Ringgaard (1959 and 1963) "dynamic circumflex", probably combined with a certain allophonic lengthening. Thus there is only merger in the types with short vowel before voiceless fricative (s and f), and even in this type the Northern West Jutlandish dialects make a distinction due to lengthening of the vowel in old disyllables.
It is thus in Eastern Jutlandish dialects only, and in a small area in the South, that a considerable amount of merger has taken place (Jensen 1944). Here all monosyllables and former disyllables with short vowel plus voiceless obstruent or short sonorant (thus without stød in the monosyllabic word) have merged. But this is a relatively recent development. The old grammarian Høysgaard (1747) mentions lengthening of a final sonorant in former disyllabic words having an optional pronunciation without [ə]. Lengthening of final sonorants in old disyllables is also documented for Samsø in the 19th century (Ringgaard 1960c). Moreover, in Himmerland, in the Northern part of the East Jutlandish area, the older generation has still retained the lengthening in words with sonorant. Molbæk Hansen (1980) has undertaken an instrumental investigation of the pronunciation of the older generation and he found a difference in duration which was distributed over vowel and consonant, but mainly concentrated on the consonant. In his own speech he maintains to have complete merger. However, in a recording of his pronunciation of the words [kʰan] (= Standard Danish *kan*) and [kʰan] (= Standard Danish *kande*), placed in similar positions in utterances, I found a significant difference of 1.9 cs in the final consonant. This is an interesting example of the phenomenon that a speaker may make a difference which he cannot hear himself, if it has lost its social value.

It can thus be stated generally that on top of the old vowel lengthening in (preferably) open syllable, Jutlandish dialects have a number of phonological and allophonic length differences between monosyllables and old disyllables. It has been generally assumed that these length differences have been developed as a compensation for the apocope. However, Ringgaard (1959) observes that the sonorant consonants were in many cases originally long, so that they simply remained long, supported by the circumflex, and as for the vowel lengthening in open syllable he assumes that it has preceded the apocope, since we know from Swedish and Norwegian dialects that apocope generally starts after long syllables. He seems to assume that originally short sonorant consonants have also been lengthened before the apocope, so that all syllables were long. Here again the developments seem to be connected, but the chronology is uncertain. (General surveys of Jutlandish dialects are found, e.g., in Ringgaard 1971 and Nielsen 1959.)

There are certain parallelisms between the vowel lengthening in disyllables in Standard Danish found in the present investigation and these older lengthenings. Like the old lengthening the recent lengthening was preferably found in open syllable (e.g., very little lengthening in [basda] and [dansa]) and before a weak second syllable, not before derivative endings or second members of compounds, and to a limited degree before [v], which is slightly heavier than [a] (cp. that the old vowel lengthening did not take place before derivatives and parts of compounds either; on the contrary, we here find shortenings, cf. Old Norse *fálagr*, modern Danish *fellig*).
It is more problematic whether the recent lengthening is connected with the apocope, i.e. if it matters whether the unstressed syllable is weakened or totally disappearing.

The dialects of the Danish islands did not, like the Jutland dialects, have apocope in medieval times, but there has been an increasing tendency to apocope during the last 200 years or so.

In older descriptions of Funish dialects apocope is mentioned after sonorants (e.g. Rask, ed. 1938) and Jacobsen (1885, ed. 1929). In more recent descriptions forms with apocope are mentioned as the normal forms in all cases, but it is always possible to pronounce the [ø], cf., e.g., Andersen's description of Eastern Funish (1958), based on informants born 1838-66). Final sonorants are lengthened in cases of apocope, but no lengthenings of vowels are reported. On the contrary, in Eastern Funish Andersen (1958) has found lengthening of short vowels in monosyllables, not in disyllables (except for a particular class of monosyllables with high vowels), and he demonstrates this convincingly by instrumental means.

In Zealand elision of [ø] seems to be more general than in Funish (Ejskjær 1971). Descriptions from the end of the last century report a number of retained endings, but also apocope, and there seems to have been general facultativity in many dialects (Brink and Lund 1975). In more recent descriptions some dialects, e.g. in East Zealand (Ejskjær 1970) are reported to have almost obligatory apocope. Larsen (1971) also found obligatory apocope in West Zealand.

The Copenhagen pronunciation is mainly based on North Zealand dialects. In Copenhagen, both in the lower and the higher norm, there is an increasing tendency to apocope, which seems to have started later than the apocope in the surrounding Zealand dialects.

Brink and Lund emphasize that loss of [ø] in the dialects of the Danish islands and in Copenhagen is a quite different phenomenon from the Jutlandish apocope. In the first place the Jutlandish apocope is an old development, which has not been productive for many centuries, so that new forms with [ø] have developed (e.g. from -ig, -er, -et), whereas in the islands it is a recent development, and there is still facultativity. In the second place, the process is quite different. In Jutland it is a real apocope, i.e. loss of final [ø] but not of medial [ø]. In the dialects of the islands it starts as a loss of medial [ø] with lengthening of neighbouring sounds and general preservation of the number of syllables. It is particularly early in the endings [øl, øn, øð] developing into syllabic [øl, øn, øð] (they therefore prefer to call it "ø-assimilation"), and loss in final position is late. They have followed the development of the Copenhagen pronunciation by listening to gramophone records of informants born in the period 1840 (in one case 1816) to 1955. Assimilations occur
earlier after sonorant consonants than after obstruents and earlier medially than finally. In sentence final position it is rare after voiceless consonants, and even informants born in the forties of this century have more often [ø] than apocope in this position.

As for accompanying lengthenings a preceding sonorant consonant is normally lengthened both in the dialects of Zealand and in Copenhagen, but Larsen (1971) also reports cases of lengthening of the preceding vowel. In the case of voiceless consonants there are conflicting reports. Some Zealandish informants, particularly informants from West Zealand, consider monosyllabic and disyllabic words to have merged in this case, whereas others, particularly informants from Eastern Zealand, state that there is a difference. Larsen (1971) has measured segment durations for two informants, one from West Zealand and one from South East Zealand. The former has a weak tendency to lengthen the vowel before sonorant consonants, but hardly any significant difference. The latter has a clear tendency to lengthening before sonorant consonants, and a weak, non-significant tendency to lengthening before voiceless consonants. However, for the dialects in North Zealand and for the lower sociolect in Copenhagen lengthenings have been reported by various observers. Andersen (1954) mentions a general lengthening of short vowels in the Copenhagen dialect. Brink and Lund (1975) have noticed facultative lengthening of short vowels in the lower sociolect of Copenhagen during the period investigated. But according to their examples this lengthening is not restricted to open syllables. Their observations for this sociolect are, however, based on six informants only and some notes from the end of the last century. They suppose that this lengthening is now on its way into the higher sociolect, but apart from the diphthong [ai] they only quote the word [frøge]. They further advance the hypothesis that facultative lengthening may also have been found earlier in the higher norm, because they have observed some cases in the speech of the author Karen Blixen, who spoke a very oldfashioned Danish. Again, several of the examples are from closed syllables. These lengthenings may, however, be stylistically conditioned.

Aage Hansen (1956) states that in Zealand and in the lower sociolect of Copenhagen there is a tendency to lengthen short vowels (particularly open vowels) in open syllable. He quotes a number of examples before $b\,d\,g\,f$, and a single example before $n$. There is also lengthening of vowel before $[u]$ plus obstruent, the $[u]$ being assimilated to the vowel, and in this case the lengthening takes place in closed syllables as well.

On the whole, lengthening in the lower Copenhagen sociolect is clearly audible, and according to my own impression and that of various colleagues, it is most obvious in open syllable. Mølbæk Hansen (personal communication) has recorded sentences with 16 comparable word pairs with long and short vowels from seven speakers of this sociolect (all in open syllables in disyllables). There is great variation according to speaker and
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phonetic structure of the words. The tendency to lengthening is most pronounced for low vowels before stops, particularly [g]. According to a survey I have had occasion to see, there are at least seven cases where the duration of the short vowel exceeds 90% of the duration of the long vowel, and there are various cases above 80%.

In a recent recording of an informant ST, speaking the same sociolect (though not a very extreme variant) I found the following percentual values for the relation between short and long vowels: [basə/ba:sə] 90%, [veɡə/veɡə] 82%, [sdəɡn/sdəɡn] 78%, [modn/mo:dn] 72%. These percentual relations may be compared with Bundgaard's measurements of vowel duration in Advanced Standard Copenhagen (ASC) (1980). As an average of four speakers, pronouncing nonsense words ([bVba] with varying vowels) in a frame, he gets 71%. Holtse (1977) found a relation of 67% for three speakers using a somewhat more conservative norm. (For vowels of the same degree of opening their results are practically identical.) In a material from 1974 I found a percentage of 71 for [a/a:] without much difference between somewhat older and younger speakers. For the most open vowels Bundgaard's percentual values are higher (for [a/a:] and [a/a:] 78% and for [o/o:] 80%). These values are not very different from those found by Molbæk Hansen and myself for the lower sociolect. Probably the absolute values are also of importance for the impression of lengthening. Bundgaard's longest short vowels (before -b) are about 14 cs, ST's short [a] in [base] has a duration of 21.6 cs and the [e] [veɡə] 21.8 cs. That is very much for a short vowel. Molbæk Hansen's informants reach similar values for open vowels (but before [l] the short [a] may reach similar durations, also in the Copenhagen Standard language). What is of more direct interest in this connection is, however, whether there is also a difference between mono- and disyllables in this sociolect. That cannot be seen in Molbæk Hansen's data. The differences for my informant ST are given in table I compared to the average differences of similar words for the main informants.

Table I

Differences in cs between vowel durations in disyllables and monosyllables for speaker ST (each average representing 8 tokens) compared to roughly comparable average differences for the main informants (see figure 1). (m) = medial position, (f) = final position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ST</th>
<th>main informants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m) mad/made</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>(m) mad/made</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m) smad/modn</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>(m) nad/nade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) sdag/sdagn</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>(m) phag/thagaθa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) veg/vegə</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>(m) lag/lagə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) bas/base</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>(m) bas/base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m) scen/şen</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>(m) scen/şen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All differences are significant. It appears from table I that ST has a clear difference between monosyllables and disyllables, showing that the lengthening in the lower Copenhagen sociolect is somewhat more pronounced in disyllables. Her absolute differences are somewhat larger than those of the main informants (particularly for [eg]). The percentual lengthening in disyllables is very variable since her vowel durations differ much. The average is 40.5\%, which can be compared to the percentage of the main informants, which is 30.5, i.e. slightly lower. This means that an influence from the lower sociolect on the higher sociolect is not excluded, but it may, of course, be a parallel development. - ST had no loss of final [a] except after [ŋ].

I have also made recordings of three dialect speakers in various parts of Zealand. The word pairs used were: [mad/mada], [sæn/sænd], [thøg/thøge], [lanækʰʌd/lancaɪpla:ya], [bæs/bæsa], [mis/miso] and [laːd/laɑːd]. The first two pairs were placed medially and finally in short sentences, the third only medially, and the others only finally. The sentences were read six times each. This gave very diverging results.

KH (St. Havelse, 40 km Northwest of Copenhagen, has consistent apocope. He has no difference whatsoever between vowels in mono- and disyllables before obstruents. There was no difference in the following consonant either, except that the [s] of [bas] was longer than the [s] of [bas(e)]. In the words with nasals, however, he had lengthening, in the former disyllables [kʰɒm(ə)] and [lan(ə)] both of the vowel and of the consonant, in [sænd] of the vowel only (with a non-significant shortening of the consonant). The lengthenings are quite appreciable here: [ɔ] 2.3 cs, [m] 2.8 cs (total lengthening 5.1 cs), [a] 3.7 cs, [n] 3.3 cs (total lengthening 7.0 cs). [sænd] has a lengthening of 3.7 cs of the vowel in final position and 2.3 cs in medial position. - This is more than for the other informants. The situation is reminiscent of the situation in Himmerland for the old generation, except that there is less evidence for the lengthening in the type [sænd]. Only one of Molbak Hansen's informants had lengthening in [kʰʌn] compared to [kʰan]. Molbak Hansen has, however, found a tendency to lengthening of the vowel in other examples. He has himself a lengthening of the vowel in [kʰʌn] but not in the former disyllable [kʰan(ə)]. - What may have happened in KH's dialect is that the apocope (or a-assimilation) has come first; [a] has been assimilated to the voiced sequence in [kʰaːm] and [lanə] but has been lost without traces after obstruents. Then the vowel lengthening has reached the dialect, lengthening [sænd], and perhaps [kʰɒm(ə)] and [lan(ə)] still more, whereas the former disyllables of the type [bæsa] - which are now normal monosyllables - are not affected by the lengthening in open syllable.

A second informant was OR (from Bjeverskov, about 40 km South of Copenhagen). He had apocope (except in reading), and he showed a consistent though weak and non-significant tendency to lengthen the vowel in former disyllables but not in the
Actual disyllable [skønd]. The only significant vowel lengthening was in [læn(a)] (3.7 cs). In the latter word as well as in [kʰɔm(a)] he had a significant lengthening of the consonant.

Thus these recordings did not show any particular lengthening. However, in order to study the relations to Copenhagen speech, it might be more profitable to look at the dialects of North East Zealand. The problem is that the dialects in this area have almost disappeared. I had, however, an opportunity to make a recording in Dragør on Amager (which belongs to the specific coastal Øresund dialect area and is situated about 10 km from Copenhagen). The informant ET has still retained her dialect. She has very clear lengthening of vowels in disyllabic words: 8.4 cs in [mæde] in final position, and 4.4 cs medially; 5.7 cs in [læna], 2.2 cs in [misa], 2.3 cs in [base] and 2.7 cs in [lasde]. The lengthening is significant in all averages and more pronounced than in comparable words read by the main informants. She did not have any apocope. Since there was noise on the tape, the vowels before [g] and [n] could not always be measured exactly, but the lengthenings were obvious. I have also listened to a tape recording of continuous speech by the same speaker recorded by Jan Katlev. Here I was not always able to hear the lengthenings before obstruents, but before sonorants they were obvious, particularly in the case of [ɔ] and [ɛ]. In a number of cases I was inclined to identify them with normal, long vowels.

Since it turned out to be difficult to find informants, I listened to a number of older tape recordings of North Zealand dialects undertaken by the Institute of Danish Dialectology in Copenhagen. OA (Uvelse), EO (Tisvilde) and KP (Karlebo) had hardly any audible lengthenings. Their pronunciation was rather close to the standard language. LH (Snostrup) and NJ (Græse) had audible lengthening of short vowels in some disyllabic words, both with obstruents and sonorants, but there were also countercases. LH (Stenløse) had more consistent lengthening in disyllables (and not in monosyllables). I noticed six cases with obstruents and seven with sonorants (the recording was relatively short). In the case of sonorants either the vowel or the sonorant was lengthened. He had inconsistent apocope. Finally, KJ (Gilleleje) had very clear and consistent vowel lengthening in almost all disyllables (not in monosyllables). I listed about 25 examples and very few countercases. He did not have apocope (this may be a case of coastal dialect).

Although this material is very limited, I think that some preliminary conclusions can be drawn:

1) A number of dialect speakers, particularly in the North Eastern part of Zealand, have vowel lengthening in disyllabic words, and it is very probable that there is a connection between this lengthening and the lengthenings found in Copenhagen speech (both in the lower and in the higher sociolect).

2) The lengthening may be connected with the weakness of unstressed syllables in Danish (as argued above), but there is no evidence for any connection with the tendency to apocope.
On the contrary: KH, who had consistent apocope, did not have any lengthening in the words with obstruents which had undergone apocope, only in those that were still disyllabic. OR, who had normal, but not consistent apocope, had a slight lengthening. EP (Dragør) and KJ (Gilleleje), who had very clear lengthenings in open syllable, did not (KJ practically not) have apocope. Moreover, the main informants, who had vowel lengthening, did not use apocope in the recordings, although they read the sentences rather quickly, except now and then in the first member of compounds like [ma:la:kəəsə]. (However, in normal conversation they would often have cases of apocope. It is, e.g., quite common in my own conversational speech, also after obstruents.) The only exception was IE, who had consistent apocope in the recordings, even finally after obstruents. But that is evidently Jutlandish influence.

Thus, both the loss of final [ə] and the lengthening of vowels in open syllables may be connected with the weakness of the unstressed syllables (this is obvious for the apocope), but the two phenomena (apocope and lengthening) do not seem to be directly interconnected, at least not in Zealand.

(3) There is some evidence for a connection with the weakening of the following consonant: Danish intervocalic consonants are generally weak and short, and the lengthening seems to be particularly pronounced before [g], which has a very weak closure so that the delimitation often makes difficulties. Sometimes there is no closure at all. Mølbæk Hansen’s Copenhagen informants showed a particular tendency to lengthenings before [g]. The same was true of my Copenhagen informant ST (who, however, had very much lengthening before [s] as well). [-og] has the largest difference in medial position for the main informants.

Now, if the vowel lengthening in open syllable is a specific North Zealand-Copenhagen feature, one may wonder why the informants NK, IE and BJ, who have an audible Funish and Jutlandish background, have exactly the same lengthenings as the other speakers. It might simply be because they have spent many years in Copenhagen, but the possibility cannot be excluded that the lengthening is supported by tendencies in the Funish and Jutlandish dialects. It has already been mentioned above that there are many types of lengthenings in different Jutlandish dialects.

In order to throw some light on this question, I made a number of recordings of Funish and Jutlandish dialect speakers who, as in the other cases, read small sentences containing the words to be compared in similar positions.

For the Funish speakers the results were rather heterogeneous. Table II gives a survey of the differences in vowel duration between monosyllables and disyllables for different speakers. [sa:n/so:n] occurred medially in the sentences, the other words finally.
Table II

Differences in vowel duration (in cs) between disyllables and monosyllables for Funish speakers. - indicates shorter duration in disyllables, stars indicate that the difference is significant at the 1% level. The transcription is given in Standard Danish. Apocope is indicated by +ap. or -ap. for the individual speakers. D means 'Dialect', RSD means 'Regional Standard Danish'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MA Frørup</th>
<th>LA Frørup</th>
<th>Haastrup Vissenbjerg</th>
<th>IP Vissenbjerg</th>
<th>EK Odense</th>
<th>EH Odense</th>
<th>HC Odense/Svendborg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mad(e)</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.5*</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mad</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>-ap.</td>
<td>-ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snag(e)</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.9*</td>
<td>1.5*</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snag</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>3.0*</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>-ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kheb(e)</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3.0*</td>
<td>2.7*</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kheb</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>3.0*</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>-ap.</td>
<td>-ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thøg(a)</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.8*</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thøg</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saαn</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.8*</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saen</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khøm(a)</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>-2.0*</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>4.1*</td>
<td>2.8*</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khøm</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bas(e)</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>4.3*</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.4*</td>
<td>2.3*</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bas</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>4.3*</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lasd(a)</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>2.0*</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lasd</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>2.0*</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
<td>+ap.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MA and LA are young dialect speakers from Frørup. Frørup lies just South of the boundary between East and South Funish, but as far as vowel durations is concerned it belongs to the Eastern Funish area described by Andersen (1958). As mentioned above, he found differences in vowel duration which were the exact opposite of what has been found in Zealand. Except for a small class of words with high vowels, disyllables had shorter vowels (and a higher tone) than monosyllables. This distinction has evidently not been retained in the youngest generation, except for [kʰəm(a)], where MA has a significant shortening of the vowel, and LA has a clear tendency to shortening. Apart from this word, MA (who has spent all his life in Frørup) has no difference at all, whereas LA, who has attended the secondary school in the neighbouring town and studied in Copenhagen for six years, has a consistent tendency to lengthening in disyllables, although generally with very small and non-significant differences except for [kʰəb(a)] and [bas(a)] which have a significant lengthening of the vowel. These lengthenings are probably due to influence from the Copenhagen standard, particularly when her speech is compared with that of MA (her younger brother). Both speakers have apocope.

More interesting is the general tendency to vowel lengthening in disyllables found for the older genuine dialect speakers HV and IP. IP is from West Funen (Vissenbjerg), HV from the westernmost point of the East Funish dialect (Haastrup). They have spent all their life in their native villages, and it is not very probable that their vowel lengthenings should be due to influence from the standard language. The differences are significant in most cases for IP, but only in two cases for HV. Moreover, IP's lengthenings do not follow the general pattern. She has more lengthening before a and m than before d and g, whereas the main informants had the opposite distribution. IP has apocope, whereas HV used full forms.

The remaining three informants, EK, EH and HC, are all from Odense (the main town on Funen) and speak urban dialect very close to the regional standard language (RSD). HC has spent the first part of his life in Svendborg on South Funen and has no stød. The other two have spent almost all their life in Odense and were described to me as typical Odense speakers. They all have a weak, and rarely significant tendency to lengthening in disyllables, which may be due to influence from Standard Copenhagen speech, but which may also, particularly in view of the lengthenings found for the dialect speakers HV and IP, be an independent tendency. In any case, it is possible that the speaker NK, who is from Odense, has had some tendency to lengthenings before he came to Copenhagen.

The four dialect speakers have consistent apocope, whereas the urban speakers did not have apocope. As for the following consonants, their duration is very irregular, the only consistent feature being that the four dialect speakers have a considerable lengthening of the [m] in the former disyllable [kʰəm(a)] (4.5 - 7.2 cs). For the other three speakers [m] could not be measured exactly. The informants from Odense, who did not have
apocope, had a large difference in the [s] of [bas/basa] which was utterance final in [bas]. The dialect speakers with apocope had a long [s] in both cases.

For the Jutlandish speakers a survey of differences in vowel duration is given in table III. All test words were placed medially in the sentence in this case. ([dan] and [dane] were said in the compounds [danføs] and [danbro:γ]. The word [base] turned out not to be a dialect word and was not read by all informants.)

LH is from Arhus, the main town in Jutland, and speaks the regional standard Danish (RSD). She was described to me as a typical Arhus speaker. She has consistent and significant vowel lengthening in all disyllables of the type CVCa (with the exception that it is not significant in [base]). She has non-significant lengthening in [dansæ] and none in [lasde]. This is in complete agreement with what was found for the main informants, of which five cannot have been influenced by a possible Jutlandish standard. LH's lengthenings can hardly be due to the situation in the surrounding East Jutlandish dialects since there is merger in all cases in these dialects. And an allophonic difference is not very probable when all types without stød have merged, also the words with sonorants. (By mistake I did not make any recording of East Jutlandish dialects.) It is therefore very probable that the Arhus standard is influenced by the Copenhagen standard on this point. The Copenhagen standard is now spreading rapidly (Brink and Lund 1975).

The other five speakers are bilingual. They speak both dialect and standard Danish. Except for BT they keep the tonal pattern of their dialect unchanged when speaking standard Danish. PN speaks Northern Jutlandish dialect (he is from Vendsyssel), the others speak Western Jutlandish. TA is from Thy, EA from Mors, and JD from Fjends Herred, just South of Salling. They have West Jutland stød in [thøgm] and in the former disyllables [thøg] and [maed]. All have consistent apocope in their dialect, but not syncope in [danebro:γ]. I had expected BT to speak Eastern Jutlandish, but she turned out to come from the West Jutlandish area, just beyond the dialect boundary between East- and West-Jutlandish. Whereas the others speak rural dialects, she speaks an urban dialect, which is influenced from the standard language on various points. She has learnt her standard Danish (SD) from non-Jutlandish teachers and friends and, in contradistinction to the others, she keeps dialect and SD completely apart as far as the tonal movement is concerned.

A glance at the RSD (Regional Standard Danish) columns in the table shows that all have (generally significant) vowel lengthening in the CVCa type with very few exceptions (TA has no lengthening in [sønd] and [dane], BT not in [basø] and [basø]. There is generally no lengthening in the CVCCa type. PN has
### Table III

Difference in vowel duration (in cs) between disyllables and monosyllables for Jutlandish speakers. "-" indicates shorter duration in disyllables, stars indicate significance at the 1% level. The transcription is given in Standard Danish. Apocope is indicated by +ap. or -ap. for the individual speakers. D means "Dialect", RSD means "Regional Standard Danish". Speakers are indicated by initials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LH</th>
<th>BT</th>
<th>TA</th>
<th>EA</th>
<th>JD</th>
<th>PN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Århus</td>
<td>Uldum</td>
<td>Thy</td>
<td>Mors</td>
<td>Fjends Herred</td>
<td>Vendsyssel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>RSD</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>RSD</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>RSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mad(a)</td>
<td>-ap.</td>
<td>3.3*</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3.4*</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thag(a)</td>
<td>2.5*</td>
<td>1.9*</td>
<td>5.4*</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.7*</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thag</td>
<td>3.0*</td>
<td>3.5*</td>
<td>2.4*</td>
<td>2.2*</td>
<td>2.2*</td>
<td>2.3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>san(a)</td>
<td>1.8*</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.5*</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khom(a)</td>
<td>1.9*</td>
<td>1.5*</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.1*</td>
<td>1.9*</td>
<td>1.6*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dan(a)</td>
<td>1.6*</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.2*</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dans(a)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.2*</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bas(a)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-1.8*</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bas</td>
<td>1.2*</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>2.3*</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lasd(a)</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>6.0*</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
only made four recordings of the RSD words. That is why the differences are not significant at the 1% level, but he has no overlapping between mono- and disyllables. For the other informants six examples of each word have been measured.

A comparison between the lengthening in the dialect and the RSD of the informants shows some interesting differences. PN has vowel lengthening in old disyllables with apocope, as should be expected for his Vendsyssel dialect. The lengthening before sonorant in \([kh\ddot{a}me]\) is not in agreement with Jensen's description of the dialect (1897-1903) but, as pointed out to me by the specialists in Arhus, Jensen had been led astray by Marius Kristensen's theories on this point (PN should not, however, have long vowel in \([\theta\ddot{a}g\ddot{a}]\). This must be an analogy from the infinitive \([\theta\ddot{a}g\ddot{a}]\) (dial. \([\theta\ddot{a}:g\])). One should thus expect agreement between PN's dialect and his RSD in most of the words. It is, however, worth while noticing that he does not transfer his dialectal (phonological) lengthening in the old disyllable \([lasda]\), nor his dialectal lack of (allophonic) lengthening in \([s\ddot{a}rn\ddot{n}]\) to his RSD speech. TA, EA and JO have no lengthening in their dialect in vowels before stops (which have West Jutland stød), except for \([\theta\ddot{a}g\ddot{a}]\), but they do have lengthening in the corresponding words in their RSD (BT also has lengthening in \([\theta\ddot{a}g\ddot{a}]\) in her dialect). TA, who has lengthening in the old disyllable \([lasda]\) in his Thy dialect, as should be expected, does not transfer this lengthening to his RSD.

Finally it can be stated that there is no general vowel lengthening in actual disyllables in the dialects (except for JD). TA, PN and BT have no significant lengthening in \([s\ddot{a}rn\ddot{n}]\), TA and EA have no lengthening in \([dan\ddot{o}]\). All have, however, a longer vowel in \([\theta\ddot{a}g\ddot{a}]\) than in \([\theta\ddot{a}g\]). This may be due to the weakness of the medial \([g]\). It is, however, of some interest to notice that BT, TA, EA and JD have a longer \([a]\) in \([\theta\ddot{a}g\ddot{a}]\) (i.e. \([\theta\ddot{a}g\ddot{a}]\) than in \([\theta\ddot{a}g\ddot{a}]\) (i.e. \([\theta\ddot{a}\?g]\)) in their dialect, whereas the relation is reversed in their RSD, in agreement with the relations in the Copenhagen standard.

It is thus very clear that the speakers do not simply transfer their dialectal lengthenings or lack of lengthening to their RSD speech. Their RSD is a different norm, which is in accordance with the Arhus RSD of LH and which was found to be very close to and probably in general influenced by the Copenhagen standard. The lengthenings found in the speech of the main informants IE and BJ from Jutland may thus simply come from their Jutlandish RSD, only enhanced by their stay in Copenhagen.

As for the following consonant, LH has shortening in disyllables in accordance with the Copenhagen standard, and the same is true in almost all cases of the RSD of the other speakers. In the dialect recordings it was very often impossible to measure the duration of the consonant after West Jutland stød, because the stop is unaspirated and sometimes not exploded, and as for \([g]\) in \([\theta\ddot{a}\?g]\) it was sometimes replaced by a creaky voice.
The final problem raised was whether there could be any connection between the lengthening in open syllable and the particular North Zealand and Copenhagen pitch contour. In Copenhagen ASC the stressed syllable has a relatively low pitch followed by a jump or glide up to the first posttonic syllable, with the following unstressed syllables moving gradually down to the next stressed syllable. This has been thoroughly investigated and described by Thorsen (e.g. 1980). And the higher pitch on the unstressed syllables has also been observed for the dialects of North Zealand. It is mentioned by Andersen (1954) and discussed in detail by Kroman (1947). This contour seems to be relatively recent in the higher sociolect of Copenhagen. It is not mentioned by Jespersen (1897-99 and later), nor by Bo (1933). Arnholm (1939-40) mentions it as a recent development (I have, however, heard this contour used regularly by Copenhagen standard speakers born in the eighties of the last century). All main informants of this investigation have this pitch contour (although the speakers from Funen and Jutland, IE, BJ, NK (and partly OT) do not use it in compounds). The same is true of the Copenhagen speaker ST and of the Zealandish dialect speakers who had general vowel lengthening in disyllables, as well as the Jutlandish speaker BT. It is not generally so that the pitch movement in the stressed syllable is particularly extensive; it may be rather level, but the preparation of the jump up might be expected to require some time. However, the vowel lengthening is just as consistent in the RSD of the Jutlandish speakers, and apart from BT they all have the normal Jutlandish pitch contour with high (generally) rising pitch on the stressed syllable and low falling pitch on the following unstressed syllables (see Thorsen and Jul Nielsen (1982) for a preliminary investigation; and BT, who has the Copenhagen contour in her RSD and the Jutlandish contour in her dialect, does not generally have more lengthening in her RSD than in her dialect. The speaker KH (Zealand) who had vowel lengthening in actual disyllables had a pitch contour corresponding to the one found for the Jutlandish speakers. There is thus no necessary causal relation between the two phenomena.

C. FINAL LENGTHENING

A number of words were placed both in final and medial position in the utterance, in most cases finally and medially in the frames [han sa:] and [han sa: ... tho? gaŋe], some also in small sentences. Frames and sentences are not distinguished in the survey given in this section, since the differences were small. They will be compared in section D. A survey of the results is given in figure 4.
A. Monosyllables

1CV+stop N=10
nad(5) laq(l)
laq(l)
muliad(l) plo laq(l)

1CV+s N=8
bas(l) mis(l)

1CV+sd N=4
basd(4)

1CV+nas. N=14
san(l)
dan(l)
man(l)

Figure 4

Duration of different word types in utterance final and medial position. The numbers in parenthesis after the single words indicate the number of pairs of averages. (The following sounds could not be delimited: the initial [s] of ['sæn(d)] (6 averages), the [aː?] and [n] of ['plaːn(d)] (2 averages), and [l] and [æ] of ['maːlæ] (2 averages). N should be reduced accordingly for these sounds; in these cases the difference for the stem is not = the sum of the differences for the individual sounds.) The columns indicate the percentage of averages in which there is lengthening in final position (C- (initial consonant(s)), V (vowel), -C (final consonant(s)), and stem). The hatched area is the percentage of significant differences. The average difference in cs is given below each column.
B. Disyllables

\[\text{CVC(C)}a/v \quad N=26\]
\[\text{na}d\text{a}(4) \quad \text{s}\text{e}n\text{a}(7) \quad \text{m}i\text{sa}(1)\]
\[\text{i}d\text{a}(1) \quad \text{d}a\text{n}a(3) \quad \text{b}a\text{sa}(4)\]
\[\text{mu}l\text{a}d\text{a}(1) \quad \text{ma}n\text{a}(1)\]
\[\text{i}l\text{a}(1) \quad \text{ma}n\text{a}(1)\]
\[\text{pho}l\text{a}(1) \quad \text{m}a\text{n}\text{a}(1)\]

\[\text{CV:s}a \quad N=10\]
\[\text{ka}l\text{a}:s\text{a}(1)\]
\[\text{s}b\text{i}:s\text{a}(8)\]
\[\text{be}\text{s}b\text{i}:s\text{a}(1)\]

\[\text{CCV:sn} \quad N=8\]
\[\text{pl}a:s\text{n}(8)\]

Figure 4, continued
SEGMENT DURATION AND HIGHER UNITS

C. Trisyllables

1CV:Ca
'ma:la(4)
'ma:sa(4)

N=8

CVC(C)aCa
\text{sa}nna\text{(4)}
\text{lo}ga\text{sa}\text{(1)}
\text{mis}a\text{sa}\text{(1)}
\text{ba}sa\text{sa}\text{(1)}

N=7

CCV:ñaCa
\text{pla}nna\text{(4)}

N=4

D. Derivatives

1CV:C
\text{n}a\text{li}(1)
\text{s}a\text{n}li(1)
\text{ma}n\text{li}(1)
\text{mi}\text{sl}(1)

N=4

E. Compounds

1CVC-
\text{n}ad\text{ph}a\text{de}(1)
\text{loq},\text{fo}:\text{ve}(1)
\text{ma}\text{n},\text{f}ol\text{g}(1)
\text{mis},\text{ly}o\text{(1)}

N=7

\text{na}d\text{a}f\text{ro}\text{sd}(1)
\text{ma}\text{n},\text{f}ai\text{?}(1)
\text{mi}\text{sa},\text{k}\text{had}(1)

\text{mi}\text{sl},\text{y}o\text{(1)}

\text{F}i\text{g}u\text{r}e 4, \text{c}o\text{n}t\text{i}n\text{u}ed
It appears clearly from the figure that Danish does have final lengthening. However, the lengthening of the vowel (about 1.5 cs for short vowels and 3.5 cs for long vowels) is less pronounced than in a number of examples from other languages, particularly English (see, e.g., Lehiste 1972, Oller 1973, Klatt and Cooper 1975, Cooper and Danly 1981), where differences of 5-8 cs are frequent.

As mentioned in section I, Holtse (1977) did not find any difference in recordings of his own speech. His words [les] and [le:sə] can be compared to the words [bas] and [ma:sə] of the present investigation. [bas] was spoken by seven subjects, and all had lengthening of the vowel in final position (1.5 cs on the average), but for two subjects, one of them PH (Holtse), the lengthening was only 0.8 cs and non-significant. [ma:sə] was spoken by four subjects. All had lengthening of the vowel in final position (3.6 cs on the average). For one subject the difference was non-significant, but PH had a significant lengthening of 2.4 cs. In his own experiment Holtse seems to have spoken very quickly and with almost no pause between the sentences. Both he and the other subjects have a considerable lengthening of final [s].

On the whole, the lengthening is distributed over all sounds of the stem, but the vowel is always lengthened more than the initial consonant, and in polysyllables it is lengthened more than the postvocalic consonant (the only exceptions are the derivatives in [-II], where particularly [n] is lengthened before the voiced [l]). In monosyllables the final consonant is lengthened more than the vowel, this is particularly true of [s]. As for [n] the indications in the figure are based on the criterion of end of voicing. If drop of the intensity curves is used as a criterion, only 50% of the examples have lengthening, and the average is only 0.8 cs instead of 4.0; the lengthening of the stem is reduced correspondingly. The relatively small lengthening of final stops (0.9 cs) is partly due to the fact that most examples were only spoken by one subject (EF) who used the frame [han sa: ... ʔe:ʔn ʔgaθ?] for words ending in stops, whereas the others used [han sa: ... ʔemʔ ʔgaθ] in this case. The word [ʔe:ʔn] starting with a hard attack has evidently caused a lengthening of the preceding stop so that the final consonant of the word in medial position in the frame is almost as long as the utterance final consonant. For the other subjects, the difference is 1.5 cs, and for some extra examples spoken by EF in the frame [han sa: ... ʔemʔ ʔgaθ] the difference is of the same order.

In disyllables the final [a] is also lengthened. It has not been included in the survey because of the problematic delimitation. When the criterion for the end of the vowel is end of voicing the difference will be 3-4 cs, when the criterion is drop of the intensity curves it will be only 1 cs, or even less.

It might be hypothesized that the difference in duration between words in the frame han sagde ... and in the frame han sagde ... to gange might be due to the length of the frame and
not to the final vs. medial position of the test word (cp. that Lehiste (1980a) found a difference in the duration of the test word according to the length of the frame). But this explanation cannot be applied to the words sør, sørner, sørnerne and plan, planer, planerne, which were placed in sentences of the type han så sin søn — hans søn kårmer and man frømmer hans plan — hans plan frømmer. And in these sentences, which were spoken by 3 and 4 subjects, respectively, the differences were at least as great as in the examples in frame sentences.

The finding mentioned in section I, viz. that it does not matter whether one or two stressed words are added (cp. Lindblom et al. 1976 and Kohler et al. 1982), was confirmed by the sentences han lod Spies réjse 'he let Spies go' and han lod Spies réjse sågen 'he let Spies bring the matter up', spoken by one subject. All the segments of Spies, [s b iː s], have almost exactly the same length in the two sentences. However, the words bast, baste and bastede placed in the frames han sagde ... fem gange and han sagde ... igen were shorter in the first frame, and the difference was significant for bast and baste. The difference was mainly in the s, and in bast the shortening might be due to the three-consonant group stf, but this explanation cannot be applied to baste.

D. SYNTACTIC BOUNDARIES AND WORD BOUNDARIES

The sentences were not constructed specifically for the investigation of syntactic boundaries, but a few sentences can be compared from this point of view. The boundary between the test word and the following adverbial of the frame (two (five) times) may be expected to be more pronounced than the boundary between subject and verb in the sentence. This expectation is borne out by the measurements. The word Spies in han sagde Spies tó gange is significantly longer than Spies in the sentence mon Spies kårmer? ('I wonder whether Spies is coming?') for all three subjects (3.2 cs), and it is significantly longer for one of the three subjects than in mon Spies betdler? ('I wonder whether Spies will pay'). For one subject it was possible to compare han sagde Spies tó gange with han lod Spies réjse ('he let Spies go'). Again, there was a significant difference (1.6 cs). — Moreover, the word spiser ('eats') was significantly longer for three subjects in han sagde spiser tó gange compared to han spiser bøffen ('he eats the beefsteak') (3.9 cs). — In all cases the words spis and spiser were still longer in utterance final position, so that three steps of duration according to sentence structure can be observed.

A larger number of examples were constructed with the purpose of comparing the importance of the word unit with the rhythmic foot. However, Danish is not well suited for this purpose. In English you might ask whether stick is shortened more in a sticky surface than in the stick is broken, but in Danish the former word type ('(C)CVCV) has lengthening of the vowel (see section IV A). One may, however, ask whether this lengthening
is confined to the word. For this purpose a comparison was undertaken between the sentences hans søn er kommet [hans 'son e kʰomeθ] 'his son has arrived' and hans sønner kommer [hans 'son e kʰomeθə] 'his sons arrive'. In the sentences hans søn kommer and hans sønner kommer the vowel of søn had been found to be significantly shorter than the vowel of sønner (1.7 cs). But in søn er ... [sc a] vs. sønner [sc a] the difference is reduced to 0.5 cs for the same four subjects, and it is not significant (in another recording by one subject it is 0.9 cs). Thus there seems to have been influence across the word boundary. However, in a different pair: mon min lák er for týnd? [mon min lɔg a fo tʰonʔ] 'I wonder whether my varnish is too fluid' and han vil lække sit brév [han ve lɔg sid 'bæʔy] 'he will seal his letter' the difference was preserved. In the sentences han sagde lák tó gånge and han sagde lække tó gånge the [a] of lække had been found to be 4.4 cs longer than the [a] of lak for one subject. The same subject had a difference of 3.0 cs in the two sentences with lak er [lɔg a] and lække [lɔg a], and four subjects all had a significant difference (3.3 cs). Thus, although a certain influence across the word boundary can be observed, this boundary is not irrelevant.

In order to see whether shortenings of Danish words are more pronounced when a following weak syllable belongs to the word itself or not, one must compare disyllables and trisyllables or words with stød. The trouble is that in these cases the shortenings are not consistent medially in the sentence. There is no consistent difference between the durations of the vowel [a] in hans sønner kommer and hans sønner betaler nor between hans sønner kommer and mon sønnerne kommer. Therefore one does not find any difference either between hans sønner betaler and mon sønnerne kommer.

For the word [sbiʔs] there is a significant shortening (for all four subjects) both when a syllable is added to the word (mon Spies kommer vs. han spiser bøffen) and when it belongs to the following word (mon Spies kommer - mon Spies betaler), but two subjects have a greater difference in the first case, and two in the second case.

In the pairs hans plåner fremmes vs. plånerne fremmes and hans plåner fremmes vs. hans plåner forkastes one subject similarly had a difference in both pairs, but of the same magnitude, so that there was no clear difference between hans plåner forkastes and mon plånerne fremmes. The others had no clear differences at all.

In the sentences hans plån fremmes vs. hans plåner fremmes and hans plån fremmes vs. hans plån forkastes three subjects had more shortening in the second pair, thus more shortening in plån forkastes than in plåner fremmes, i.e. more shortening when the weak syllable belonged to the following word.

Thus these examples do not support the assumption that there is more shortening within the word.
Finally one can investigate whether the addition of more heavy syllables shorten the stem more when they belong to the same word (e.g. in compounds) than when they are separate words. As mentioned in section IVA the first member of a compound is shortened compared to the simplex when they stand in the same frame, e.g. han sagde målekaase to gånge vs. han sagde mâle to gånge. Four subjects had a significant shortening of both the vowel (2.7 cs) and the whole first member of the compound (male 4.2 cs) compared to the simplex male. (Similar shortenings were found in four other compounds with disyllabic first member, whereas the shortening is less pronounced in monosyllabic first members.) However, when the words are placed in sentences of equal length: han vil mâle kassen nu [han ve 'maːlə kʰæsn nu] 'he will paint the box now' vs. han tog målekaassen med [han tɔː 'maːlə kʰæsn með] 'he took the painting box along', then the shortening of the [aː] in the compound is only 0.5 cs and the shortening of the first member is only 1.5 cs, the differences being significant for only 2 of 7 subjects. Similarly, in the sentences hendes gàs brønder dårligt [hendes 'gæs bʁɔnər daːʁliːt] 'her gas burns badly' and hendes gàsbrønder sôder [hendes 'gæs bʁɔnər sɔːdər] 'her gas jet is sooty' there is only a very small and non-significant shortening of the first member of the compound. These sentences were spoken by 4 subjects. Four similar pairs of sentences spoken by one of the subjects who had shortening in målekaase showed no shortening of the vowel in the first part of the compound, but in three cases this subject had some shortening of the first member as a whole.

This probably means that the sentence length or the length of the foot ([maːlə kʰæse] vs. [maːlə]) in the frame sentences has had more influence than the word unit.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from the Danish material presented here:

(1) Shortening of stressed vowels according to the number of following syllables in the word is not a universal. It is not valid for Danish disyllables of the type CVCe, which, on the contrary, have a significant lengthening of the vowel compared to the corresponding monosyllabic words. This lengthening is also found medially in sentences and in first members of compounds, but the first member of compounds is somewhat shortened compared to a simplex word in the same frame. Trisyllabic words of the type CVCCe have a slight shortening of the stressed vowel compared to disyllables. Vowels in words of the type CVCCe (dansæ) are only slightly lengthened. There is no lengthening of vowels with st0d. It is the syllabic type which is decisive. The postvocalic consonant in the words of the type CVCe is, however, shortened compared to the monosyllabic words. Not a single standard or dialectal speaker had longer vowels in monosyllables with short vowel.
The vowel lengthening in disyllables seems to have originated in the North Eastern dialects of Zealand close to Copenhagen. It is argued that there is no connection between this lengthening and the tendency to apocope. Nor is there any evidence for a causal relation between the lengthening and the specific North Zealand-Copenhagen pitch contour, although it is an attractive hypothesis. But it is probable that there is a connection with the weakness of Danish unstressed syllables including the intervocalic consonants. It may thus be considered as a lengthening in open syllable like the old medieval vowel lengthening. A tendency to lengthening was found in a West Funish dialect, though not consistently, and there was a slight tendency in the Odense regional standard. The Jutlandish dialects were not found to have general lengthening of vowels in CVCa disyllables; but there was lengthening in all the West- and North-Jutlandish dialects investigated, in the word [thagd] (before the weak consonant [g]) and in the apocopated originally disyllabic word [kʰɔm(a)]. The Jutlandish regional standard language, however, has consistent lengthening. This is probably due to the rapidly increasing influence from the Copenhagen Standard language.

(2) Danish has final lengthening, i.e. lengthening of utterance final words of at least one to three syllables. The lengthening is distributed over the segments, but is more pronounced in the vowel than in the initial consonant. Final consonants in monosyllables, particularly the consonant s, may be lengthened considerably. In polysyllables the postvocalic consonant is less lengthened than the vowel. The lengthening is significant but of less magnitude than in English, generally from 1 to 3 cs for the vowel.

(3) There are also examples of 'phrase final lengthening', i.e. different durations according to the syntactic break.

(4) There is very little evidence that word boundaries play a role except for the lengthening of short vowels in disyllables.
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